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TC Vergadering
2 mei 2012 19:00 uur zaal K Bouwkunde.
Opening
1. Opening – 19:14
2. Presence –Kostas, micha, jochem, thomas schenderling, roel van den hof, bart van den
3.
4.
5.
6.

hoek, marije, amber, line, marc, victor, junior, noor.
Agenda – Bart wants a break again.

Minutes
Incoming pieces
Announcements – No announcements

Trainingen
7. Evaluation practices last season - Kostas from H10 thinks practices are fine, time

8.

9.

as well. Except exams period there were enough people on practice. Micha H7, injured so he
did not visit that many practices, they would like extra focus on playing games during practice.
Especially plays. Jochem H5, thinks practice time improved, he was missing teammates.
Thomas H6, he likes playing with the right level. A lot of people are showing up on practice
from H6. He likes Roel as a trainer. Roel H1, H2, trainings are quite okay,well organised. Roel
noticed that H3, H4 and H5 are not showing up that much at practice. Same for Bart, he
complains about the practice he gives, every week a differen set of people. Line thinks
training with the guys does not always work. For D1 it is okay but she thinks it is more a
problem for the guys. Monday practice at 5:30: training is now completely separated between
the guys and the girls. So Amber says sometimes the exercises are not compatible for both
groups. Marije thinks we should make the level difference within the practice lower.
Times of practice – Micha says H7 would like to practice later on Thursdays since the
First and second years have obligatory things at Virgiel. The board is probably keeping it the
way it is. The board will also try to keep the court 45 mins – 1 hour before 17:30 so the
trainers can really use that time.
Trainers 2012-2013 – Roel wants to stay like this. Bart and Marije would like a more
experienced group. Amber is fine with how it is now.

Teams
10. Subscription period members – The board is going to try to speed the selection
period up. Micha said it might be hard for Virgiel because new members have to do the KMT.
11. Team division last season – Kostas mentioned that the level difference within H10
is rather large. H5 was really equal, every match another topscorer every game and too few
centers. H6 was pretty good and motivated and did have enough centers. Line says most
people from D1 are getting old. There is a teammeeting next week. Bart and Marije about D2:
not that much level difference within the team, but still a little, nice vibe. Maybe some girls can
play for D1.
12. Selectioncommittee 2012-2013 – Maybe it is possible to send an email to the
playing members about what level they want to play next year.
13. Teamlevels – H10 maybe one level down, H8 on the same level, H7 first have to resolve
their personal issues (too few players) so perhaps stay on the same level, H5 wants to stay
the same, H6 wants to stay the same as well. H2 would like to get up but they need a referee.
D1 lost every game in the First half, then they went down and then they won everyting so this
level is fine. D2 did not win that much but they should stay at the same level.
14. Subscription season 2012-2013 – Is already covered.

15. Jerseys – We found a sponsor so we are ordering new shirts, for H1 at First. We will
probably order 3 or 4 bags this year. H5 jerseys are too tall and D1 jerseys are too small.
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Scheidsrechters
16. Rayonteams – Last ALV we decided that teams are responsible for their own refs. So if
you want to do the referee course and you did not volunteer yet, let the board know that you
are interested. Alex is hopefully D-refereeing, not sure yet.
17. Beginnerscursus – Punch started with a starters course for the new referees. Alex from
H5 helps them to referee at a ‘practice game’. Bart thinks it should continue to raise the level
of our referees.

Sluiting
18. WVTTK – The board might want to change the task schedule, organise it per team
instead of per person. Jochem thinks it is a good idea. The team captains should organise
that the tasks are well-covered. Micha thinks it will be not good for H7. Kostas thinks it will
work, Thomas is in favour too. Roel and Bart would like it per person, too much work for the
team captain. Bart: it depends on the team if it will work. Bart thinks we should make a
difference per team, if one team wants the old schedule they get it and if one teams wants a
schedule per team they get it. Remark from Roel: Board has to be on time when the game is
at 12:15. Marije also wants the old schedule, Amber too, and she adds that every team
should have a captain. The board should point out that every team has to have a captain
coming season. Line says we should ask for a confirmation for every ‘tasker’ that they are
coming to their tasks.
19. Rondvraag - Nothing

20. Sluiting – 20:25
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